MASTER STORYTELLER, MATTHEW DICKS

Matthew Dicks is the internationally bestselling author of the novels *Memoirs of an Imaginary Friend*, *Something Missing*, *Unexpectedly, Milo*, *The Perfect Comeback of Caroline Jacobs*, and the upcoming *The Other Mother*. *Memoirs of an Imaginary Friend* was the 2014 Dolly Gray Award winner and is nominated for a 2017 Nutmeg Award in Connecticut. When not hunched over a computer screen, Matthew fills his days as an elementary school teacher, a storyteller, a speaking coach, a blogger, a wedding DJ, a minister, a life coach, and a Lord of Sealand. He has been teaching for 18 years and is a former West Hartford Teacher of the Year and a finalist for Connecticut Teacher of the Year. You can read more about him at www.matthewdicks.com.